LYNX HEADSETS - HELMETS - INTERCOMS
LYNX PILOT SYSTEM

LYNX RELAI SYSTEM

The Pilot System is a range of headsets and helmets for
use in light aircraft and helicopters. The main advantage
of these products are that they provide an integrated
headset and helmet system for use in aircraft which have
standard twin jack intercom equipment already installed.
Headset Colors: Black, White, Grey, Red, Pink, Blue,
Yellow or Green

Part No.

Price

11-05394

System Equipment
Description
Pilot System Headset Standard general aviation
+ Lead
headset.
Twin Jack Headset
Interchangeable lead for
11-05395
Lead
Pilot headset.
US NATO Headset
Interchangeable lead for
11-05396
Lead
Pilot headset.
UK NATO (Euro) Head- Interchangeable lead for
11-05397
set Lead
Pilot headset.

$510.00
$98.75

Part No.
11-05398

Description
Relai System Headset + Radio Module.

Price
$491.00

11-05400

Lynx Avionics Relai System headsets to be used
with the following radios: Alinco, Cobra, Delcom,
Icom A2/A20/A21,JRC,Maxon,Motorola,Radio
Shack, Yaesu FT-23R,YAESU 2000

$17.00

$104.00
$85.00

NOTE: Pilot System uses the same helmet, helmet visor, visor extension, leather
helmet, helmet goggles, helmet bag, headset bag, and double helmet bag as the
Micro System. Order part numbers as shown for Micro System Components.

LYNX CLOTH HELMET BAG
A soft cloth bag used to store an individual
integral helmet.
The bag is made from fleece cloth and incorporates a drawstring closure. The bag provides
suitable protection for a helmet when not being
used.
The bag is particularly practical for storing a
helmet which is fitted with a visor (face shield)
as it will protect the visor and increase its useful
life considerable. P/N 11-14785 ...........$17.50

LYNX PADDED
HELMET BAG
A padded nylon holdall to protect
and carry integral helmets.
Internal partitions are provided to
hold two helmets and additional
accessories. A document pocket
and three separate pockets for
other items, such as radio equipment, are also provided
P/N 11-14784 .........$175.00

LYNX PILOT SYSTEM HELMET PLUS LEAD
The Pilot System Integral Helmet is specifically designed for use in high noise environments and provides both hearing protection
and streamlined full face head protection.
The helmets are fitted with interchangeable
leads which allow them to be used with all
of the different types of connector found in
aviation.
The helmets are specifically designed to
work in open cockpit aircraft and integrate
with the modular lynx Pilot System intercom
to provide a plug-anti -play communication
and radio system.
The helmet is also available in versions
compatible with any other aircraft intercom
system; this includes standard general aviation systems which use twin
jack plugs, microlight systems which use single Jack plugs and gyrocopler systems which use six pin connectors.
Small ............P/N 11-14779 ....$1,081.00
Medium ........P/N 11-14847 ....$1,082.00
Large ...........P/N 11-14848 ....$1,081.00
X-Large ........P/N 11-14849 ....$1,081.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

The relai System is a range of headsets
and helmets for direct connection to
hand-portable radios. This equipment
also provides the facility to use a helmet
with the headset and is used mainly by
pilots of single seat aircraft, Paramotor
pilots and airport ground crew. Headset
Colors: Black, White, Grey, Red, Pink,
Blue, Yellow or Green *Please specify the make and model of radio that
will be used with the Relai System
Headset.

Lynx Avionics Relai System headsets to be used
11-05401 with the following radios: ICOM A3/A4/A6/A22/A24 $46.00
ICOM A5/A23

CM
WP
ME
HA
AP

Allows Lynx Avionics Relai System headsets to be
11-05402 used with the following radios:ICOM A3/A4/A6/A22/ $17.00
A24/ ICOM A5/A23
NOTE: Relai System uses the same helmet, helmet visor, visor extension, leather
helmet, helmet goggles, helmet bag, headset bag, and double helmet bag as the
Micro System. Order part numbers as shown for Micro System Components.

LG

LYNX ACCESSORIES
Part No.
Spare Parts
11-05403 Ear Seals Type 1 Foam (Two)
11-05404 Ear Seals Type 2 Gel (Two)
Microphone Wind Shield
Large (37mm Ø)
Microphone Wind Shield –
11-05406
Small (25mm Ø)

11-05405

Description
For use with all Lynx headsets
For use with all Lynx headsets
Used in an open cockpit. For
use with all Lynx headsets.
Used in an enclosed cockpit.
For use with all Lynx headsets.

Price
$24.75
$44.65
$12.85
$10.50

LYNX POWERED RADIO INTERFACE
AND RADIO POWER LEAD
The Powered Radio Interface provides the facility to connect
a radio transceiver and a mobile telephone, music player, or
recording equipment to two Micro System headsets. Can be
used with either panel mount radios or portable radios.
P/N 11-12526 .........$769.95

LYNX PILOT SYSTEM HTC
AUTOGYRO HEADSET LEAD
Lynx Pilot System headsets and Integral helmets are filled
with interchangeable leads which allow the headsets to be used in different aircraft by simply changing the lead. The HTC Autogyro Lead allows
the headset to connect to the six pin intercom systems installed in some
Autogyros. The in-line connector also allows the lead to separate in
an accident and is in compliance with UK Civil Aviation Authority safety
recommendations (AIC 312002).
P/N 11-14795 ...........$74.75

LYNX MICRO PILOT SYSTEMS
IPHONE LEAD
The Mobile Telephone Lead (iPhone) allows Apple portable
telephones to be connected to Lynx equipment The lead
also works with telephones from other manufacturers.
P/N 11-14796 ...........$57.75

LYNX MICRO PILOT SYSTEMS
NOKIA LEAD
The Mobile Telephone Lead (Nokia) allows Nokia portable
telephones which have a 2.5mm hands-free socket to be
connected to Lynx equipment. P/N 11-14797 ...........$54.00

LYNX MICRO PILOT SYSTEMS
SONY LEAD
The Mobile Telephone Lead (Sony) allows Sony portable
telephones to be connected to Lynx equipment The lead
also works with telephones from other manufacturers.
P/N 11-14798 ...........$54.00
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